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Compton Is Named Editor Of Bobbin And 
Beaker For Second Semester; Staff Listed 
Ferguson, Chreitzburg 
Also Named To Staff 
The Bobbin and Beaker, a student publication put out and 
distributed four times during the school year by the stu- 
dents of Clemson School of Textiles, will be edited for the 
coming semester by Robert F. Compton, a textile manufac- 
turing senior from Laurens. He will succeed Ben E. Wil- 
son, textile engineering senior from Spartanburg. 
The other new members of tne 
staff are as follows: managing ed- 
itor, Charles H. Ferguson, textile 
manufacturing junior from Great 
Falls; business manager, Ben K. 
Chreitzberg, textile manufacturing 
senior from Anderson; assistant 
business manager, Fred H. Pope, 
textile manufacturing Junior from 
North Augusta; advertising mana- 
ger, Ted Banz, textile manufactur- 
ing junior from Ridgewood, N. J. 
Also circulation manager, Max 
Grainger, textile engineering sen- 
ior from Chester; photographer, 
George Morgan, textile manufac- 
turing senior from Greenville; con- 
tributions, Leon Cooper, textile 
manufacturing junior from Colum- 
bia, P. E. McKenna and Dr. Hugh 
Brown are the faculty advisers. 
The Bobbin and Beaker is the 
offical journal of the Textile School 
here at Clemson. It was organized 
in December 1938, by IOTA Chap- 
ter of Phi Psi Fraternity. 
Copeland Is Named 
Assistant Agriculture 
Editor At Clemson 
J. B. Copeland, a native of Car- 
rol County, Georgia, has been nam- 
ed asistant agricultural editor at 
Clemson. He received his BSA de- 
gree in dairying from the Univer- 
sity of Georgia, Atlanta Georgia, in 
1948. During his college days Cope- 
land was editor of the "Georgia 
Agriculturist and the Georgia Dai- 
ryman", both student publications. 
Since his graduation from the 
University of Georgia, he has been 
associated with the Pet Dairy Pro- 
ducts Company, with headquarters 
at Royston, Georgia. 
Copeland will devote his time pri- 
marily to publication and informa- 




Sr. Class Project 
"The response of the February 
graduates to the senior class proj- 
ect has been better than in the 
past four years for February grad- 
uates," stated Miss Anna Marshall, 
New York Life Insurance repre- 
sentative from Belton. 
Miss Marshall, Harry Shurley 
cf^ock Hill, and Harry Williams 
of Chester have been in the 
Blue Key room this week explain- 
ing the insurance project to the 
graduates. The representatives 
will be back at Clemson on Janu- 
ary 26 and will talk with any Feb- 
ruary graduates who have not 
heen contacted. 
Any senior desiring information 
about the project before the rep- 
resentatives return may contact 
Hugh Humphries, president of the 
Senior class. .        m 
A drawing for grand prize w 11 
be held January 26 for all gradu- 
ates participating in the project 
Final Cinema Guild 
Movie To Be Shown 
Due to an accident in the Chi- 
cago film library, there has been 
a change in movies for the last 
showing of the Cinema Guild mov- 
ies The scheduled movie "Easy 
Money" will not be shown but "The 
Gay Lady" will be shown in its 
place. 
"The Gay Lady" is the amusing 
and' unconventional life of the 
Duches of Wellwater, born Trotti 
Grve, whose imagined infuation 
with a balloonist is fortunately end- 
ed when his balloon crash-lands in 
her brook. 
Only holders of season's tickets 
will be admitted to the showing to 
be held in the Chemistry Auditor- 
ium Sunday at 3:00 p. m. and 8:00 
p. m. 
Blue Keyvmembers, at a recent 
meeting, decided to discontinue 
the Cinema guild for the second 
semester due to the small number 
of season's tickets sold for the 
first semester series. 
Clemson Begins 
Adult Education 
Program Feb. 16 
The Clemson Area Citizens' Ed- 
ucation Center has tentatively an- 
nounced its opening assembly on 
February 16, at 8:00 p. m. in the 
Clemson College Chapel. 
Registration will begin in the 
hall of Main Building at 7:00 p. m. 
Those who do not register before 
the program may complete regis- 
tration immediately following the 
assembly. 
The official list of courses, in- 
structors, class rooms, and the 
full schedule of classes is planned 
to be published and announced 
at a later date. 
The courses that are being plan- 
ned tentatively are 1. Effective 
Public Speaking, 2. Flower Ar- 
rangement, 3. Interior Decorating, 
4. Practical Psychology in Life 
and Work, 5. Jesus' Teachings or 
Comparative Religion, 6. Current 
Events j?nd World Affairs. 3t. 
Flower Growing and Gardening, 8. 
Landscaping Home Grounds, 9. 
Planning Meals with a Flair, 10. 
Leadership for Groups and Clubs, 
11. Mortgages, Deeds, Wills and 
Taxes, 12. Masterpieces of Music 
and Choral Singing, 14. Rug Hook- 
ing, 15. Refinishing Furniture, 16. 
Woodwork, 17. Textile Painting 
and Aluminum Etching, and 18. 
Painting in Oil. 
Full class periods for each class 
are to be held February 23, March 
2, 9, 16, and 23, all on Tuesday 
nights. The first class period 
each evening will be at 7:30 to 
8:20 and the second period 8:30 to 
9:20. Those having special prob- 
lems may remain as late as 9:30 
p. m. for conferences with the in- 
structors. 
Material relating to adult educa- 
tion programs are available for 
examination in Room 105, School 
of Education. Any member of the 
steering committee will discuss 
the program with interested adults. 
Dr. J. F. Miles is chairman of 
the committee; Mrs. R. G. Carson, 
Jr., is secretary; and Dean W. H. 
Washington of the School of Edu- 
cation is also cooperating in the 
interest of the education program. 
BSU Conducts 3 
Forums On Love 
And Courtship 
^Last night marked the begin- 
ning of a series of three confer- 
ences on love, courtship, and mar- 
riage sponsored by the Baptist 
Student Union and led by Dr. 
Aaron Rutledge, Director of Per- 
sonal Guidance at Furman Uni- 
versity. Dr. Rutledge has led 
several such conferences in the 
past. 
A nationally recognized mar- 
riage counselor, he received his B. 
A. degree from Stetson University, 
and his Th. M. and Th. D. from 
the Baptist Seminary in Louisville, 
Ky. 
After serving as a chaplain in 
the army and a member of the 
staff of the Kentucky State Hos- 
pital, Dr. Rutledge assumed his 
present position at Furman. Be- 
sides his duties at Furman, Dr. 
Rutledge is Head of Family and 
Marriage Counseling Service for 
the Merrill-Palmer School in De- 
troit. He was instrumental in the 
rewriting of the state mental law 
recently. 
Dr. Rutledge's informal manner 
and vast knowledge of his subject 
combine to produce an interesting 
and informative discussion. 
All interested students and cam- 
pus people are invited to attend 
the remaining two conferences 
which will be held at the Baptist 
Church at 6:00 p. m. on Wednes- 
day, the 13th and 20th. 
Fourteen new members were taken into the 
Alpha Phi Omega Leadership fraternity at the 
formal initiation held before the Christmas holi- 
days. First row, left to right., T. Bookhart, 
S. D. Key, J. C. Hardin, K. L. Best, R. S. Park- 
er, A. N. Stall. Second row, left to right,: C. 
H. Ferguson, J. H. Foster, R. M. Yike, J. R. 
Thornton, C. R. Starnes, T. M. Folk. Absent 
when picture was taken, Donny Foster and 
Buddy Myrick.    (Photo courtesy Taps). 
Clemson Chapter Of Alpha Phi 
Omega Initiates 14 Members 
The Gamma Lambda chapter of the Alpha Phi Omega, national leadership fraternity, 
held a formal initiation shortly before the Christmas holidays for fourteen new members. 
An informal party was held after the regular meeting to welcome all the new initiates. 
The  new  members  are: W.  E 
Myrick, arts and science sopho- 
more; C. H. Ferguson, textile man- 
ufacturing junior; R. L. Best, me- 
chanical engineering junior; R. S. 
Parker, electrical engineering 
freshman; T. W. Bookhart, elec- 
trical engineering junior; J. C. 
Hardin, arts and science junior; 
R. M. Yike, civil engineering soph- 
omore; J. H. Foster, arts and 
science juniors; S. D. Key, pre- 
med freshman; C. R. Starnes, tex- 
tile manufacturing junior; D. F. 
Foster, pre-med freshman; A. N. 
Stall, textile manufacturing fresh- 
man; J. R. Thornton, textile man- 
ufacturing junior; and Tommy 
Folk, industrial physics fresh- 
man. 
The fraternity again' collected a 
large amount of food at the an- 
nual Christmas feast in the mess 
hall, and distributed it to needy 
families in the Clemson area. 
A delegation of members also 
visited an invalid at Six Mile with 
a basket of food. 
YSV3CA Programs 
Are Announced 
Outstanding Clemson Men 
Invited For Talks And Forums 
7 Clemson Men 
Attend Methodist 
National Meeting 
Seven Clemson students, who 
are members of the local Wesley 
Foundation, and the Rev. Mr. 
George Cannon attended the 5th 
National Methodist Quadrennial in 
Lawrence, Kansas, December 28- 
January 2. 
The students who attended the 
meeting were Louis Brandon, in- 
dustrial education sophomore of 
York; Johnny Turner, pre-medi- 
cine junior of North Augusta; Bill 
Hood, pre-medicine sophomore of 
Hickory Grove; Weston Weldon, 
vocational agricultural education 
sophomore of Bennettsville; 
Claude Rowe, pre-medicine fresh- 
man of Summerville; Ted Hayes, 
animal husbandry sophomore of 
Latta; and John Rogers, architec- 
tural engineering freshman of 
Easley. 
The theme of the convocation 
was "Christ Transforming Cul- 
ture." 
Louis Brandon sang in the choir 
which was composed of approxi- 
mately 300 Methodist students. 
The Clemson group went to 
Kansas on a chartered bus with 
other delegates from the South 
Carolina colleges. 
WEATHER FORECAST 
An interesting Vesper program 
is in. store for those who come to 
the 'Y' Sunday night, January 10. 
Reports will be made by Clemson 
students on two national con- 
ferences .and one Southwide con- 
ference. Weston Weldon and 
Billie Hood will report on the Na- 
tional Methodist Conference held 
at Lawrence, Kansas. Lamar Ne- 
ville and Billy Keys will report on 
the Southwide Presbyterian Con- 
ference held at Auburn, Ala. 
Philip Porcher and Joe Lindsay 
will report on the Episcopal Con- 
ference. Philp Porcher of Mt. 
Pleasant served as president of 
this conference. Other good speak- 
ers listed for Vesper services are 
as follows: 
January 17. Prof. Hugh Macau- 
lay of the Economic Department. 
Prof. Macaulay is a graduate of 
the University of Tennessee and 
studied at the University of Ala- 
bama and Columbia. 
January 24. Dr. W. T. Rainey 
of the Textile Chemistry Depart- 
ment will speak at Clemson 'Y' 
Vespers. 
Many outstanding Clemson men 
have been invited back to the 
campus to speak at Vespers and 
to meet with forum groups. 
Among these are Dr. Charles P. 
Hogarth, President of Mississippi 
State College, Columbus, Miss. Dr. 
Hogarth served on the 'Y' Cabinet 
and was chairman of the South- 
wide Student Conference at Blue 
Ridge his senior year at Clemson. 
Dr. D. F. Folger, past president of 
the Clemson "*Y\ a graduate of 
Clemson and of Yale, is professor 
at Georgia State College for Wo- 
men at Milledgeville, Ga. Rev. 
Al Payne, another former presi- 
dent of the Clemson Y', is now 
General Secretary of the 'Y' at the 
University of Pittsburgh. Also, 
Rev. Wallace Fridy, another grad- 
uate of Yale and Clemson. is pres- 
ently pastor of the Bethel Metho- 
dist Church in Spartanburg. Rev. 
Mr. Fridy has recently written a 
book entitled "A Light Unto My 
Path" which is receiving wide cir- 
culation. 
Mr. Hugh E. Robinson is Direc- 
tor of the World Service Program 
for the Southern Area of the 
YMCA with headquarters in At- 
lanta. He is a graduate of Clem- 
son and Vanderbilt and has re- 
cently completed a very successful 
period of leadership as State 
YMCA Secretary for the state of 
Georgia.   He and Mr. Fridy served 
on the Clemson Staff for two years 
each following their graduation 
from Clemson. 
Quite a number of other Clem- 
son men have been invited back 
to speak at the 'Y' and will be in- 
vited again. Among these are 
Rev. Wylie Hogue, pastor of the 
Presbyterian Church at Waxhaw, 
N. C. Wylie was cadet colonel 
while at Clemson. j He is also a 
graduate of Union Seminary in 
Richmond. Rev. Ben Hudnall is a 
graduate of Clemson and Duke 
and is pastor of the Methodist 
Church at Simpsonville. Rev. E. 
F. "Red" Gettys, Superintendent 
of the De la Howe School at Mc- 
Cormick, Rev. Marshall Smith, 
pastor of the Presbyterian Church 
at Winnsboro, and Rev. Charles 
Arrington, pastor of the Baptist 
Church at Due West also will be 
invited again. We received notice 
that Rev. Arrington plans to ex- 
change pulpits with one of the 
ministers in Nottingham, England 
beginning June 1954 and continu- 
ing to June 1955. 
Mr. Charlie Commander, an- 
other former president of the 'Y' 
at Clemson and a graduate of 
Clemson and of Yale who is pres- 
ently 'Y' Secretary at Georgia 
Tech, has agreed to come and 
speak to Clemson students. Other 
outstanding Clemson men' who 
have spoken in the past and would 
probably bring a fine message to 
Clemson students are Dr. Wade H. 
Bryant who is pastor of the First 
Baptist Church at Richmond, Va., 
Rev. LaFon Vereen, Methodist 
minister from Farmville, N. C, 
Rev. Harry Mayes, a graduate of 
Clemson and Duke, Dr. Tom S. 
Buie, Head of the Soil Conserva- 
tion Service in Spartanburg, Mr. 
John A. Henry -of the law firm 
of Williams & Henry, Mr. Frank 
Kolb, another former president of 
the Clemson 'Y' who is now Di- 
rector of the Farm Credit Admin- 
istration, and Dr. I. W. Duggan of 
Washington, D. C, former Gover- 
nor of the Farm Credit Adminis- 
tration. Dr. Duggan is also active 
in helping to solve any agricul- 
tural problems in the nation and 
particularly in the South and 
Southwest. 
Literally hundreds of Clemson 
men have distinguished themsel- 
ves in community service and as 
representatives of the various 
churches of which they are mem- 
bers. Recently Mr.' Holtzy com- 
piled a list of more than 30 Clem- 
son graduates who are outstand- 
ing ministers and religious lead- 
ers. 
Famous Movie Personalties 
To Appear At Field House 
Anne Baxter, Tyrone Power, And Raymond Massey 
Will Star In Presentation of 'John Brown's Body' 
By DON DUNLAP 
Anne Baxter, Tyrone Power, and Raymond Massey, well-known personalities in the 
movie world, will be at the Clemson College Field House tonight at 8:00 p. m. for the pre- 
sentation of "John Brown's Body". 
Anne Baxter, the twenty-six- f 
year-old brilliant Hollywood Acad- 
emy award winner, admittedly 
finds the most challenging thea- 
ter assignment of her career comes 
m^aul Gregory's production of 
"John Brown's Body". The glam- 
orous film star has commanded 
many of the roles in the motion 
picture capitol since her Academy 
award for the best supporting role 
of 1946 in the "Razor's Edge". 
Anne was born in Michigan 
City, Indiana, educated in a sub- 
urban area on the outskirts of New 
York City, and was encourage*d 
from her childhood by her father, 
a successful architect, and her 
mother, a former professional 
singer, to develop her ramarkable 
dramatic talent. 
Attracting the attention of 
Broadway producers as a teen- 
aged student of Theodora Irv- 
ine's School of the Theater in 
New York, Anne became a pro- 
fessional actress far sooner than 
her parents bargained for and 
scored in such main hits as 
"Seen But Not Heard", "There's 
Always a Breeze", a revival of 
"Madame Capet" and a number 
of other plays which she ad- 
mits were not distinguished by 
their long run. 
Moviegoers first saw Anne 
Baxter in a Wallace Beery starree, 
"Twenty Mule Team." The loan- 
out picture to MGM was followed 
with a succession of important 
roles on the 20th Century-Fox lot, 
among them "The Great Profile" 
with John Barrymore and "Pied 
Piper" with Monty W o o 1 e y. 
"Swamp Water", with Dana An- 
drews, established her as one of 
Hollywood's most powerful young 
atresses, and led to the role with 
Orson Welles in the "Magnificent 
Ambersons" that elevated her to 
stardom. 
Her starring roles have included 
"Blaze of Noon", "Homecoming", 
"Walls of Jericho", "The Luck of 
the Irish", "Follow the Sun", 
"You're My Everything", "All 
About Eve", "Yellow Sky", "O 
Henry's Full House", "Outcast of 
Poker Flats" and "The Gardenia". 
Shortly before she joined Ty- 
rone Power, Raymond Massey 
and the Walter Schumann Cho- 
ral Group for rehearsals for 
"John Brown's Body", under the 
direction of Charles Laughton, 
who also adapted the Pulitzer 
Prize poem to the stage, Miss 
Baxter co-starred with Steve 
Cochran in RKO's "The Carni- 
val", filmed in Munich, Ger- 
many. 
This is her first appearance with 
Tyrone Power since they acted to- 
gether in "The Razor's Edge" and 
"The Luck of the Irish". 
As the feminine star of Stephen 
Vincent Benet's poem, Miss Bax- 
ter will represent the feminine 
points of view and enact a gallery 
of women who make up the dra- 
matic personnel of "John Brown's 
Body". 
Miss Anne Baxter, co-starred with Tyrone Power and Raymond 
Massey in Paul Gregory's production of "John Brown's Body," to 
be presented in the Field House tonight at 8:00 oclock. 
Collegiate FFA 
To Show Movie 
The Collegiate FFA Chapter 
will feature a special movie at its 
regular meeting Tuesday, January 
12, at six o'clock in the Education 
Building. Fred Best, president of 
the organization is urging all 
members to make a special effort 
to attend this meeting and see the 
interesting and educational movie, 
"The Greenhand". 
This film shows, in an impres- 
sive story form, the opportunities 
open to FFA members and the im- 
portance and function of Voca- 
tional Agriculture in community. 
In addition to the special film 
the officers for the coming semes- 
ter will be elected since this is 
the last regular meeting of this 
semester. 
AF Selection Team 
ill Visit Clemson 
An Air Force Aviation Cadet 
Selection Team will be at Clemson 
College, in the Guest Room, on 
20 January 1954 at 9:00 p. m. 
The team members are Air 
Force Career Guidance Specialists 
and are prepared to counsel stu- 
dents on Air Force opportunities, 
training and requirements. They 
will give assistance to all the 
young men interested in planning 
their military service or career in 
the U. S. Air Force. 
Capt. Robert E. Coates, the team 
president, advises that one of the 
best opportunities open in the Air 
Force today is the Aviation Cadet 
training program. «For those who 
are interested in Aviation and in 
being an officer and leader in the 
U. S. Air Force, the Cadet pro- 
gram is the traditional source of 
Air Force leadership. Capt. Coates 
advises the young men to remain 
in college and receive their degree 
before applying for Aviation Ca- 
dets for this college training gives 
the individual a better foundation 
for further training and respon- 
sibility in the Air Force, thus, 
more rapid advancement. 
For those who apply now, there 
will be approximately two months 
delay before class assignment. 
Garren Will Have 
TV Show On 
Greenville Station 
Bill Garren, horticulture senior 
of Asheville, will appear on 
WFBC-TV program originating 
from Greenville every Sunday 
night at 9:00 p. m. 
The program will consist of dis- 
cussions on amateur gardening. 
All phases of gardening will be 
presented. 
The program, "The Green 
Thumb", is sponsored by Security 
Feed and See Company with of- 
fices in Greenville. 
Alpha Tau Alpha 
Initiates Three 
On Monday, December 21, three 
new members were formally ini- 
tiated into Alpha Tau Alpha, the 
National Honorary Agricultural 
Education Fraternity. 
The initiates were Hubert Gar- 
ner, a senior from Union; Joe Cog- 
gins, a senior from Inman; and 
Leon Cribb,,a junior from Hem- 
ingway. 
Immediately following the initia- 
tion, the fraternity members en- 
joyed a period of fellowship dur- 
ing which time refreshments were 
served. 
Textile Majors 
Are Invited To 
NTMS Meeting 
All textile majors, including 
freshmen, are invited to attend 
the next meeting of the National 
Textile Manufacturing Society in 
the Textile Auditorium next Tues- 
day, January 12 at 6:30 p. m. A 
discussion on the many textile or- 
ganizations and associations on the 
campus and throughout the coun- 
try will be led by John T. Wigg- 
ington, executive secretary of the 
Grand Council of Phi Psi. 
Professor T. A. Campbell, ad- 
visor for the organization, urged 
that all members attend this meet- 
ing as it will be the last meeting 
of the semester. 
Persons interested in joining the 
textile organizations on the cam- 
pus or those in the textile world 
should attend this meeting for in- 
formation leading to membership. 
? 
Do You Belong 
Here 
Polls Will Open For 
Booby King Elections 
Beginning Monday, January 11, 
the polls will open in front of the 
Juice Shop for the purpose of 
electing the 1953-54 prize "Boo- 
bie King" of the Clemson Cam- 
pus. 
A candidate may be nominated 
by placing 25 cents along with 
the candidate's name in the box 
provided for nominations. Sepa- 
rate boxes will be provided for 
each candidate after nomination 
in which votes may be cast for 
1  cent each. 
This contest is sponsored each 
year by the Junior Class for the 
purpose of raising money for then- 
annual Junior-Senior Banquet. 
Everyone is urged to support 
his candidate for "Boobie King." 
Join in, boys. Now is the time 
to get even with your friends!!! 
The winner's picture will appear 
in the issue of The Tiger followinjr 
the close of the contest. 
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Show Your Better 
Behavior At Concert 
1 LARGE crowd is expected to be in the Field House to- 
night for the presentation of "John Brown's Body."   At 
the lasrt; two concerts there were several complaints about 
unnecessary noise on the part of the students.   We realize 
that a great number in the audience are not a part of the stu- 
dent body and that the students can not be entirely blamed 
for disturbances during the concerts, but we should realize 
that since there is a large number of outside members of the 
concert series present, we should show our better behavior. 
By conducting ourselves as "Country Gentlemen," the 
concerts can be enjoyed more by both the audience and the 
performers. 
Mister Two — 
He Comes In Second 
PVERYBODY likes a winner, and there are always people 
ready to cheer for a good loser.   But who ever heard 
a song for the man who comes in second? 
So this is in praise of the almost-winner, the nearly- 
champion, the next-to-the-biggest, the second-best. This is 
the song of Mister Two. 
You hear unflattering names for Mister Two. "Also-Ran," 
they call him, and "Runner-Up." Names that make you 
think of a fellow who couldn't quite make it. 
Don't let that fool you. 
Ask the winner of any race how good a man is Mister 
Two. He'll tell you it's Mister Two who made him run so 
fast, Mister Two pressing hard at his heels, threatening al- 
ways to overtake and pass him. 
Ask the salesman who won the contest whet kept him 
plugging after hours, looking for the extra order. Ask the 
directors of the giant corporation why they keep changing 
their product, seeking the new improvement, the added ad- 
vantage. What drives them? What keeps them hopping? 
It's the salesman with nearly as many orders. It's the com- 
with the product almost as good. 
It's Mister Two. 
In this country, we're proud of the quality of our champ- 
ions. Our big men come very big. Our fast men run very 
fast. Our wise men are the wisest and our great men are 
the greatest that a country can hope to be blessed with. 
And why is that? Couldn't it be because, hot on the heels 
of every champion runs a great Mister Two? Couldn't it 
be because great Mister Two's grow naturally in a land 
where the race is always open and everybody can run? 
So this is for you, Mister Two. This is your song This is 
for all the days you tried for first and came in second. It's 
for the nights when you wonder if you ought to go on trying, 
since nobody seems to notice—. 
We notice, Mister Two. We know the score. Winner or 
not, you're a natural champion. There couldn't be a race 
without you Mister Two. 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS by Dick Bibler 
"Try to forget for a moment I'm your professor and let's talk 
your problems over, man to man." 
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WHEEeeeeee 
What a relief! I am not quite sure 
whether I mean the Christmas holidays 
or getting back to school after them so 
that I can rest. At any rate, I'm sure 
that if all the rest of you enjoyed them 
as much as I did—you sure must of had 
a whale of a time. There's always one 
thing sorrowful about the Christmas hol- 
idays though — exams follow in only 
three weeks. Now that's a subject that 
I really have the jitters about. This sem- 
ester seems as though it has wheels. 
WHEEeeee, how fast it's gone by. 
VICIOUS CYCLE (a little comedy 
to enlighten your stay here) - j 
An old maid, who was the self-appointed 
supervisor of village morals, accused a man 
of being a drunkard because she had seen 
his bicycle parked outside one of the local 
taverns. 
In retaliation, the accused man that ev- 
ening parked his bicycle outside her door— 
and left it there all night. 
THIS IS ANOTHER ONE I LIKE. 
I'LL CALL IT "THE WEAKER SEX" 
Being a showgirl, my request was a natu- 
ral one. "I want the vaccination where it 
won't show," I told the doctor. 
"In that case," he said, "my fee is five 
dollars in advance." t 
"Why in advance?" I asked. 
"Because," he said, uncertainly, "I often 
weaken in such cases and don't charge any- 
thing." 
SO MUCH FOR JOKES 
OVERHEARD 
 "I'm transferring." 
 r"Someone told me that if Clemson goes 
coed, Winthrop said they were going coed 
too, because they said all the girls would 
come down here. But if Winthrop were 
coed all the boys would go up there. Now, 
I ask you, "What could a boy take at Win- 
throp?" 
 "I told you that Auburn would live to 
rue the day they beat us so bad."   I over- 
heard myself saying that, but how true  it 
was. 
EVERYONE'S GUESSING 
I guess its sort of like a bunch of beans 
in a jar, but the WHITE LINE in front of 
the JUICE shop has really got everybody 
wondering. As of the present, I have not 
heard but one good theory. This is—I 
don't know how correct, so don't quote me 
on it. I understand that it's painted as a 
recreation for the students.   As I get it, if 
you are standing inside the line you don't 
have to salute officers passing by. Of 
course I imagine that that goes for all other 
kinds of military courtesy. If that's right. 
it's a pretty nifty idea. 
TONIGHT 
Just shortly after this paper is delivered 
tonight, Clemson is going to have one of 
the finest concerts in the entire history of 
the concert association. Paul Gregory's 
production of "John Brown's Body", star- 
ring Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter and Ray- 
mond Massey is to be presented in the Field 
House. In my opinion it will behoove ev- 
ery student to turn out for this presenta- 
tion. It should begone of the all time 
greats. 
WHAT GIVES? 
There seems to be a "I'm transferring" 
craze going through the barracks. If ev- 
eryone transfers that say they're going to, 
we won't have too many of us left around 
here. I can't understand it. We've had 
two boys to leave school already in my 
company and I think just about five or 
maybe more are leaving at mid-semester. 
What's the matter, fellows? Don't you like 
the school any more? 
IT MIGHT SEEM FAR-FETCHED TO YOU 
I was driving up to Washington* during 
the holidays and while listening to the'ra- 
dio I heard a program entitled "Dawn's 
Early Light." It set me to thinking. There 
I was riding along the highway by myself 
bound for a city nearly six hundred miles 
from my home. While making the trip I 
crossed two states and entered one district. 
This is what came to my mind: How many 
other nations could I think of where a per- 
son can travel at will, visit far away parts 
of the country, travel unafraid of terroriz- 
ing secret police? I suddenly realized that 
of all the many countries on this earth, 
only in a few could a person do these things. 
I don't know how to say it, but it seems to 
me that we should all be thankful for this 
wonderful land that we live in. It's worth 
a great many thoughts, so why not give this 
subject some time, and I'm sure that you'll 
come to the same conclusion that I did. This 
country with its faults still is a better place 
to. live in than anywhere I can think of— 
and I don't me£n maybe. 
SUGGESTION 
I leave you with this thought.   A vaca- 
tion is good for everyone.   Why not try one' 
at your -first convenience? 
nite scouts 
Letters To Tom Clemson 
1332  Lynn  Street 
Parkersburg, W. Va. 
Dec. 15, 1953 
Dear  Tom, 
Recently I received a clipping 
and picture of the football team 
of 1923, from the Anderson Inde- 
pendent. My class mate (1925) 
was razzing me relative to my 
where abouts being unknown. I 
played ball with the 1923 State 
Championship team, and had I 
known of the team planning a re- 
union would possibly have been 
at Clemson for the Auburn-Clem- 
son homecoming. 
I would appreciate it if you 
would let my classmates of the 
class of 1925 know that I now 
live in Parkersburg, W. Va. and 
a registered professional Civil En- 
gineer  and   connected   with   the 
State Roads Commission in that 
capacity. I have, and am now a 
subscriber to the Tiger. 
Your assistance in this will be 
greatly appreciated as it may lead 
to the renewal of "ole friend- 




S. E. "Pat" Harmon 
Class of 1925. 
There Are Only 13 Days Of Classes 
Left, And They Are All Rough Ones 
By Carroll Moore 
RESOLUTIONS 
Well, another year has passed on by and 
we are now taking our first steps into a 
new one. I wonder just how many of us 
paused long enough during the bringing 
in of the new year to make a few New 
Year's resolutions to try and better our- 
selves during the next three hundred and 
sixty-five days. I can't help but believe 
that resolutions are a good thing, especial- 
ly for college students. I know that we all 
say at the beginning of the year that we 
are all going to be more conscientious in 
our studies and not put off some of the big 
things, sueh as term papers,' until the last 
minute, but we always seem to break that 
resolution before we hardly make it. How- 
ever, I believe there are many other reso- 
lutions that we all can make to better our- 
selves in many ways, not just from the 
standpoint of our scholastic work. Some 
will say, "What's the use of making resolu- 
tions? we always break them." Yes, it is 
hard to make a promise to yourself and 
try to live by it day in and day out, but if 
you can only live by it for a short while, 
you rqight become accustomed to this new 
resolution and stick with it. It's worth a 
try anyway. 
JUST 13 DAYS LEFT- 
ALL ROUGH ONES 
For you students who returned to school 
with the intentions of resting up from the 
holidays for about a week before getting 
down to the real hard studying that al- 
ways precedes exams—here's a reminder 
that you AIN'T got that much time. There 
are only 13 days of classes left in this 
semester before examinations start. Exams 
begin bright and early Saturday morning, 
January 23. Everyone that has been 
through it before readily knows that these 
two weeks preceding exams are perhaps 
harder than any days that you have to 
face in the entire semester—including the 
days of examinations. So, in order to be 
ready for the big test when it does arrive, 
you have got to plan your work during 
these next two weeks and make use of 
every spare minute. 
ENROLLMENT TO DROP? 
Something is wrong! I am speaking of 
the mixed feelings of a great number of 
cadets at Clemson. Several cadets failed 
to return from their Christmas vacations. 
WHY? From all reports there is a great, 
great number of students planning to trans- 
fer from Clemson to other schools at the 
end of this semester. WHY? That is what 
a large number of Clemson alumni and 
trustees are going to be asking when the 
next semester begins. If there is any 
change to take place in the enrollment 
figure, we as Clemson students, wish it to 
be an increase and not a decrease. Clem- 
son is noted for it's high scholastic stand- 
ard and during this day and time, more and 
more high school graduates are planning to 
attend a school of higher learning in order 
to meet the demands of employers of in- 
dustry. We have a new Ceramics build- 
ing, a new laundry, a hew chemistry build- 
ing, a new agricultural engineering build- 
ing, new barracks being built and a tre- 
mendous building program ahead. Shouldn't 
all of this tend to make Clemson students 
proud to be a part of this institution and at 
the same time make others envious and 
want to attend? But, visit any one of our 
seventeen companies and ask the men on 
the companies just how many of them are 
not planning to return to Clemson next 
semester. There are many, believe me. 
You still ask, what is this reason? Is it the 
recent decline in our athletic teams? Pos- 
sibly, but we have been great in the past 
and had only two seasons of mediocre 
teams. You can't win always. Could it be 
the scholastic -requirements for graduation? 
Maybe. Perhaps students here now feel 
that they are unable to meet the require- 
ments. Could it be the military? Could 
be. Maybe the students in Clemson today 
find the military training program some- 
thing that they just can't cope with. Some 
students are just not meant to carry the 
heavy load of military and scholastic activi- 
ties as required at Clemson. If the feelings 
of the students here that are planning to 
leave are not changed in the next month, 
there will definitely be a decrease in en- 
rollment. , 
Disc-o-Pation 
By Bill Caughman 
Remember the 17th Annual "Down 
Beat" poll that was bein*i'taken a 
few months ago? I hope you got 
your "two-cents worth" in on the 
ballot because most likely you, as 
I, don't agree with all of the plac- 
ings. At any rate, here are the top 
three winners, in order, of each 
category: Dance Bands: Les Brown, 
Ray Anthony, Ralph Marterize; 
Jazz Bands: Stan Kenton, Woody 
Herman, Duke Ellirigton; Instru- 
mental Combos: Dave Brubeck, 
George Shearing, Gerry Mulligan; 
Male Singer—Not Band: Nat Cole 
Frank Sinatra, Billy Eckstine; Fe- 
male Singer—Not Band: Ella Fitz- 
gerald, Peggy Lee, Sarah Vaughan; 
Vocal Groups: Four Freshmen, 
Mills Brothers, Four Aces; Trumpet: 
Chet Baker, Dizzy Qillespie, Harry 
James; Trombone: Bill Harris, Kai 
Winding, Frank Rosolino; Alto Sax: 
Charlie Parker, Lee Konitz, Paul 
Desmond; Tenor Sax: Stan Getz, 
Flip Phillips, Lester Young; Bari- 
tone-Sax: Gerry Mulligan, Harry 
Carney. Leo Anthony; Clarinet: 
Buddy DeFranco, Benny Goodman, 
Artie Shaw; Piano: Oscar Peterson, 
Dave Brubeck, Bud Powell; Bass: 
Ray Brown, Eddie Safranski, Don 
Bagley; Guitar: Les Paul, Barney 
Kessel, Sal Salvador; Drums: Gene 
Krupa, Shelly Manne, Buddy Rich; 
Vibes: Terry Glbbs, Lionel Hamp- 
ton, Red Norvo; Accordion: Art Van 
Damme, Mat Mathews, Deck Con- 
tine; Miscellaneous Instruments:Don 
Elliott (mellophone), Jahn Graas 
(french horn), Jan Tillmans (har- 
monica); Arrangers: Ralph Burns, 
Pete Rugalo, Gerry Mulligan; Male 
Singer With Band: Tommy Mercer, 
Jimmy Grissom, Frankie Lester; 
Female   Singer  With  Band:   Lucy 
Ann Plok, Marcie Miller, Chris Con- 
nors; Popular Records of Year: . . . 
Dragnet by Ray Anthony, Ebb Tide 
by Frank Chacksfield, Moulin Rogue 
by Percy Faith; Jazz Records of 
Year: Moten Stomp by Woody Her- 
man, Volume 15 of Jazz at the Phil- 
harmonic, Young Blood by Stan 
Kenton; Rhythm and Blues of the 
Year: Mama by Ruth Brown. I 
Don't Know by Willie Mabon, Soft 
by Tiny Bradshaw. 
Also in the poll, Glenn Miller was 
voted Music's Hall of Fame member 
number two, joining Louis Arm- 
strong on the honor roll of those 
who have contributed hugely to 20th 
century music. The space is not 
available to give the complete list- 
ings for each grouping but if you're 
interested in the list, you'll find it 
in the December 30 issue;of "Down 
Beat." 
Another platter similar to It's 
In the Book hit the market just 
before the Christmas holidays 
which by now, you're'familiar with. 
I'm speaking of What it Was, Was 
Football by Deacon Griffith, from 
the University of North Carolina, 
who assumes the role of a hillbilly 
and describes (a football game he 
saw. It's pretty good the first few 
times, but wears off as did It's In 
the Book. On the fllpside of the 
original, on a Colonial E P, is Ro- 
meo which might receive a higher 
rating than the top half. The "Dea- 
con" sold his Football naration to 
Capitol records for $500 plus royal- 
ties. 
Secret Love, a very pretty ballad, 
from the movie "Calamity Jane", 
by Doris Day has really come a long 
way in the past few weeks and will 
very probably take a high position 
on the hit parade before long. Ray 
Anthony now has his version of tha 
tune on the market which, inciden- 
tally, is very good. He features his 
male vocalist, his choir and bis 
trumpet. 
The waxing of O Mein Papa by 
Eddie Fisher is still on the hit poll 
with a recording of the same by 
Eddie Calvert close behind which 
was recorded in England. 
Stan Kenton has to offer his ver. 
sion of the old stand-by, Tenderly. 
It's arranged in the same style as 
his previous recordings of Laura 
and September Song, but isn't ex- 
actly suited to that type of ar- 
ranging, therefore it is not very out- 
standing. Kenton's newest is an al- 
bum entitled 'Portraits On Stan- 
dards", the arrangements of Which, 
are similar to his "Sketches On 
Standards." The "Portraits" album 
is great and includes such tunes as 
You and the Night and the Music, 
I Got It Bad and That Ain't Good, 
Autumn in New York, Reverie, Cra- 
zy Rhythm, April In Paris and I've 
Got You Under My Skin. 
An old one which Margaret Whit- 
ing has recently revived is also the 
same song she clicked with a few 
years ago. It is Moonlight in Ver- 
mont and is her best in a long time. 
A recent recording of an old 
tune is that of Lush Life by Harry 
James, which was popular in 1949 
by Nat "King" Cole. The Jame3 
version is strictly instrumental and 
is a real smooth, easy-going num- 
ber. It's played much in the same 
manner as Ralph Marterie's Sum- 
mer Love. Another pretty good wax 
ing by the James aggregation of 
late is their version of Leroy An- 
derson's Serenaia. 
A Word To The Wise 
By Jerry Hammett, 
Who me? Yes, you may be the one that 
may keep a boy from getting a college edu- 
cation. You may ask how, and believe me, 
there are many ways. 
Before you stick your head out the win- 
dow and shout, "I hate this hole," to let off 
your pressure, think of the boy who has to 
really bear down and study. You are dis- 
turbing him and everyone else around. 
Some boys will try to gani recognition by 
shooting firecrackers in the hall. Then there 
will be those who will join the Fabriel 
Bugle Corp, so that they may sound off 
about one o'clock at night. It's amusing 
but it's not funny. 
In the next two weeks everyone will be 
swamped with quizzzes and  examinations, 
Cadet Chaplain 
so have some feelings for the boys who are 
trying to make the best of a seemingly  ■ 
helpless cause. 
I know its a temptation to make a lots 
of fuss and to do anything that will take 
off some of the pressure. • 
I have a suggestion that I believe might 
help. Why not find some quite spot, sit 
down, and read from the "GOOD BOOK"? 
You do this and I know that it will help in 
more ways than you ever thought possible. ' 
I hope that you will take this little advice, 
because you will never regret it. 
Best of luck on all these quizzes. "En- 
ter with, a clear mind and leave with a 
clean conscience." 
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Cost-Saving Slab-Lift Method Used On Barracks 
The floors of Clemson's new modem barracks       apiece.   They measure 43 feet wide, 122 feet 
are   being  hoisted   into   place   by   Youtz-Slick       long and nine inches thick, 
jack.   The concrete slabs weigh about 224 tons 
Workmen make final checks on the jacks before        place, 
the floors on the new barracks are lifted into 
One of the five trained operators of the Youtz- 
Slick hydraulic jacks controls the console op- 
erating the twelve jacks being used to lift the 
floors of the new barracks.    Each jack can be 
operated individually from the console control. 
There are two consoles with twelve jacks being 
used on the barracks project. 
(TIGER Photos by Jack Trimmier) 
$1 IN PRIZES 
ARE OFFERED IN 
ESSAY CONTEST 
Prizes totaling $500 and thous- 
ands of quarts of premium quality- 
motor oil are being offered to local 
college and university students by 
'8ie Association of Petroleum Re- 
Refiners, Washington, D. C, for 
the best essays on "Oil Conserva- 
tion for National Defense." Top 
award will include $250 in cash 
,and a life-time supply of motor 
oil. A ten year's supply plus $100 
will be awarded to the second 
prize winner. There are five ma- 
jor awards. 
A life-time supply of premium 
lube oil will bring the winner 24 
quarts per year for 50 years. 
Purpose of the national Essay 
Contest is to focus the spotlight on 
the necessity for greater conser- 
vation of oil in view of President 
Eisenhower's recent call for a bal- 
anced program to "conserve and 
improve the Nation's natural re- 
newable resources." At the pres- 
ent time approximately 758,296,- 
000 gallons of used lube oil which 
could be renewed by a second re- 
fining are being thrown away 
each year an amount equal to, if 
Construction Methods 
Are New To Southeast 
The Youtz-Slick lift slab concrete method is now in opera- 
tion on the construction of the $4,000,000 barrack project 
here at Clemson. This new cost-saving structural inven- 
tion, which has revolutionized construction in Texas, is be- 
ing used here in the Southeast for the first time. 
The    five    reinforced    concrete 
not greater, than the entire out- 
put of the Pennsylvania oil fields. 
It was also noted that while we 
are importing $280,000,000 worth 
of oil annually, according to latest 
available statistics, we are letting 
almost an equal amount of oil be 
thrown away each year—oil that 
has seen single use in engines. 
Only -f0% of once-used lube oil 
is now being salvaged through a 
second refining. 
The "Oil Conservation for Na- 
J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY 
—E n g i n e e r s— 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
STONE   BROTHERS 
108 NORTH MAIN STREET 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN 
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
slabs and the roof slab are in the 
process of being moved to their 
respective places. Each slab weighs 
about 224 tons; is 43 feet wide, 122 
feet long, and nine inches thiclc. 
The roof slab was the first to be 
moved to the present height of the 
columns and temporarily fastened; 
followed by the fifth and fourth 
iloors. The third and the second 
floors will then be lifted and secur- 
ed permantly to the columns, which 
will then be extended to their full 
height and topped again with the 
jacks. The roof and the fifth and 
fourth floor slabs will then be lift- 
ed and secured in their permanent 
position. 
The Youtz—Slick method works 
on the following principal: At the 
top of each column there are hy- 
draulic jaciis attached to the rods 
in the collars and controlled trom a 
central switchboard. These collars 
nave two hoies into which steel 
rods are fitted for the lifting pro- 
cess. On previous uses of this meth- 
od, the average lift rate has varied 
from three to five feet an hour. 
Each jack that is used in the pro- 
cess has a lifting capacity of fifty 
tons and a three inch stroke so that 
they can lift a slab three Inches at 
a time. 
This new building system cuts 
construction costs as much as one- 
third. The system avoids the nec- 
essity for the construction of braces 
and scaffolds, which tends to re- 
duce costs. 
All six of the forms for the slabs 
were poured on top of each other. 
The concrete for the first slab was 
poured and then allowed to set 
until It reached a certain stage and 
was then given two coats of a spec- 
ial compound. Then a foundry pow- 
der was applied to the first slab and 
the other slabs were prepared in 
the same manner on top of each 
other. 
Daniel Construction Company, 
contractors for the construction, are 
using another new process which is 
new in the construction field in the 
Southeast. A vacuum process is used 
to draw excessive water from fresh- 
ly poured concrete. This causes a 
greatly quickening in the. harden- 
ing of the concrete. 
The 500,000 square foot barracks 
project, when completed, will ac- 
comodate approximately 2,000 stu- 
dents. In addition to the living 
quarters for the 2,000 students, a 
new kitchen, dining room, canteen, 
student club rooms, and military 
offices will be included in the pro- 
ject. 
tional Defense" Essay Contest is 
open to all undergraduate stu- 
dents. For further information, 
collegians desiring to enter the 
Contest are advised to write the 
Association of Petroleum Re-Re- 
finers, 1917 Eye Street, N. W., 
Washington 6, D. C. or to contact 
the office of their College or Uni- 
versity president. The Contest 
closes March 31, 1954. 
Essay Contest 
Closes March 1 
The J. B. Matthews Testimonial 
Dinner Committee has announced 
a cash award of $500 for the best 
essay on "Communism and Acad- 
emic Freedom," written by an 
undergraduate student of an 
American college or university. 
Essays must be limited to two 
thousand words or less and sub- 
mitted not later than March 1, 
1954. All manuscripts must be 
typewritten. Ohly original essays 
will be considered. 
The winner of the award will 
be announced on April 1,  1954. 
Judges of the award will be 
George E. Sokolsky, Eugene Lyons, 
Ralph de Toledano, and E. Mer- 
rill Root. 
Manuscripts should be mailed 
to the Matthews Award Editor, 
The American Mercury, 11 East 
36th Street, New Yorw 16, New 
York. 
AAUW To Hold 
Combined Meet 
The Clemson and Anderson Bran- 
ches of the American Association of 
Universities Women will have a 
joint meeting January 14, at 8:00 
p. m. in the Clemson House Lounge. 
P. C. Smith, Assistant Director of 
the South Carolina Educational Fi- 
nance Commission, and Dr. Mark 
Hawthrone, Superintendent of the 
Anderson School System will be the 
principal speaker. The subject to 
be presented and discussed Is that 
of the sources of state revenue 
and how the money is spent. At- 
tention will be given to financing 
of the public schools and the re- 
organization of the school system. 
This meeting has been arranged 
for the purpose of bringing infor- 
mation and to provide thinking up- 
on our  educational problems. 
The Education Committee of the 
Clemson Branch consists of Mrs. 
J. B. Ryals, Mrs. L. R. Booker, 
Mrs. C. S. Patrick, Miss Elizabeth 
Bigby, Mrs. Fred McNutt and Mrs. 
John T. Bregger with the assistance 
of Miss Marietta McCown and Miss- 
es Frances Holloman of the An- 





Wilmington College students are 
at it again! The Quaker college's 
student body, established as peo- 
r)le willing to help themselves by 
having built a men's dormitory 
and helped with a stadium and ah 
arts building, recently volunteer- 
ed for five work projects in a last 
minute effort to complete the 
luxurious new Auditorium-Arts 
building. 
Four groups accepted the five 
work assignments on the building 
which will be dedicated and open- 
ed for use by dramatics, art and 
music departments this winter 
The YM-YWCA will lay the as- 
phalt tile floor in the arts wing, 
with the help of Johns-Manville 
Company representatives. 
Painting of the rooms in the 
classroom section, foyers and au- 
ditorium restrooms will be under- 
taken by the Art Department. 
Construction of the grille work 
for the organ loft and the assem- 
bling of lighting fixtures for the 
auditorium are both projects of 
the Industrial Education Depart- 
ment. Alpha Psi Omega, dra- 
matics honorary, has undertaken 





The Clemson College Woman's 
Club had as its guest speaker, 
Mrs. Parks Behney. The meeting 
of the club was held today at the 
Clemson House. 
Mrs. Behney told of her recent 
trip to England, where she saw 
the coronation of Queen Elizabeth. 
Mrs. W. H. Washington was in 
charge oi the meeting with Mrs. 
F. T. Dargan serving as co-chair- 
man. 
. . . that the troops had better set- 
tle down after two wonderful 
weeks of parties if they (the 
troops) want to pass those exams 
coming up. The party's over, boys. 
-OSCAR  SAYS— 
. . . that "Geeche", "Killer", and 
Eddie are spending their after- 
noons working out in the Field 
House to rid themselves of that 
flab around the middle. Could it 
be too much party and not enough 
work, you slobs? 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
. . . that he (Oscar) wonders how 
Toby (Henpecked) demons likes 
the idea of coming back to "Old 
Lady" Sims after thirteens days of 
married life?   Watch it Sims. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
. . . that he (Oscar) hears that 
Mike (I'm head of Blue Key) Mc- 
Millan has really been burning the 
road to Greenwood paying visits to 
"Miss Lander of 1954". 
-OSCAR  SA¥S— 
. . . that the color corporals, A. B. 
("Kat") Blanton and Leonard 
(Little    Hump)    Humphries   had 
better keep on the stick because 
he (Oscar) knows all about them. 
... that a few of the troops didn't 
come back after the holidays. It 
it the military, boys? 
—OSCA..   SAYS— 
. . . that he (Oscar) hopes they'll 
hurry and get the new barracl-S 
finished. He (Oscar) is tired of 
living in a cold water flat. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
. . . that Crosby ("Lover") Liv- 
ingston really shook-up a U. S. C. 
■coed during the holidays. Take it 
easy, Lover! 
-OSCAR  SAYS— 
. . . that all you "Boobs" had bet- 
ter watch it. With the Booby- 
King contest coming up, the poll, 
should really be filled. He (Os- 
car) predicts that Steve (I'm 
Hell) Griffith will be in there with 
the top Votes. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
.. . that   Gorgeous   George   Buck 
finds it rather cold at Converse. 
What's the matter, somebody put 
out your flame? 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
. . . that Gene ("I'm a Darling") 
Ware should go to Columbia more 
often, does she know about the 
others,  Cutie? 
Authorized Dealer 
SCHAEFER TAILORING COMPANY 
Nationally Known—Nationally Priced 
$49.50 TO $71.50 
Made to Measure Clothes 
RICHARDSON TAILORING CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
■* __ 




Featuring "McGregor" among 
our many famous name brands 
of merchandise. 
DRAKE'S 
Next to Center Theater 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS 
FOR ALL 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
BOOKS — DRAWING INSTRUMENTS 
FOUNTAIN PENS — PAPER 
PENCILS —SLIDE RULES 
We Will Start Buying School Books Jan. 25 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
How the) stars got started... 
AMERICA'S NEWEST, MOST COLORFUL DANCE BAND 
Eddie Sauter and Bill Finegan, 
leaders of America's most excitingly- 
different dance band, met in 1939 
as struggling young arrangers, 
Ed had studied trumpet and 
drum at college, worked 
up to arranging for 
"name" bands; Bill 
had studied in Paris, 
won a spot with Tommy 
Dorsey. After 13 years 
of pooling new ideas, 
they formed their 
own band. It clicked! 
cud FhA/(yt 
Camels agree with more people THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE! 
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Tigers Win One and Lose One On Northern Swing 
By FRANK ANDERSON 
 '53 IS GONE 
The year 1953 has left us in favor of a new and perhaps 
more profitable new year. Beginning with January 1, 1953, 
let's take a thumbnail sketch of major sports at Clemson 
just for the records. 
* BASKETBALL—Maybe it should have been a better 
year. We had plenty of experience with the first seven 
men being seniors, but everybody else just seemed to be a 
little better.   It was a pretty fair season anyway. 
BASEBALL—A great starting lineup took field for the 
Tigers with plenty of depth to back them up. Our pitch- 
ing was fine and should be better in '54. The diamondmen 
were ousted from the Southern Conference tournament 
via a technicality.   It was a great season. 
TRACK—Dashmen, hardlers, and fieldmen were strong 
with a weak link coming in the distance department. High 
jumper who tied for first place in the Conference meet 
should soar to new records next year. 
FOOTBALL—Split "T" formation, one platoon, and a 
young team, carried the Tigs through perhaps their hardest 
schedule. The Bengals* improved with every game with 
a quarterback and end being heralded by sportswriters and 
coaches all over the nation 
 1954 WILL BE BETTER 
Now is the time for all good men to make New Year's 
resolutions, so let's make a few our athletes. 
BASKETBALL—With about one-third of the season 
already lapsed, the Clemson fans have not been too well 
pleased with the win-loss record. Three lettermen return- 
ed to help the quintet. The squad is rounded out with 
inexperienced material, perhaps accounting for our lack of 
wins. As far as hustle and the will to win is concerned, 
the courtmen are on top. They should improve as the sea- 
son ripens. 
BASEBALL—Everybody will shine as the Tiger nine 
will travel far behind a great team. No one was lost due 
to graduation, and this should be the year. 
TRACK—The distance department may still be weak, 
but others should round out nicely. One thing we may be 
sure of, the cindermen will let everyone know that Clem- 
son has a track team. 
FOOTBALL—The Bengal footballers learned a lot last 
year in experimenting with the split "T" formation, and 
they should put their knowledge to work next September. 
With fillers for slots left vacant due to graduation, an am- 
ple amount of experience, and plenty of depth the Tigs 
should really ramble. 
The fans had a great year too, and should improve some 
in 1954. One thing we may be sure of, they are going to 
be our Tigers all the way. 
MARYLAND AND AUBURN— 
Two of the Tiger's opponents during the regular season 
that won national recognition by their participation in post- 
season bowl games did not fare too well. 
The War Eagles tangled with the Texas Tech eleven in 
the Gator Bowl and found that the boys from the Lone Star 
State had too much on the ball. The Auburn squad jump- 
ed off to an early lead, but soon had their victory hopes 
shattered as the Tech boys overcame their six-point half- 
time deficit, and romped for two TD's in each of the final 
two periods. Auburn put up a good fight, but the Texans 
left the field with a 35-13 victory and a new Cadillac for 
their head mentor. 
Orange Bowl fans witnessed one of the best games ever 
played in the Land of Sunshine as Oklahoma topped the 
mighty Maryland Terrapins. 
Maryland threatened the Sooner goal line on several oc- 
casions, but couldn't muster enough power to crack the 
powerful Oklahoma forward wall. The Terps were hurt 
when they lost the services of Bernie Faloney and had to 
rely on reserves to fill in at the quarterback slot. When 
the dust had settled over the Orange Bowl stadium, the 
Oklahoma team had knocked Maryland from the ranks of 
the unbeaten and had added to the dispute concerning the 
Terps and Notre Dame over which should be ranked the 
No. 1 team in the nation.   Oklahoma 7 and Maryland 0. 
Tigs Beat W. & 
Lose To G. W. 
The Clemson Tiger basketeers fought off a closing rally 
by William and Mary to defeat them by a score of 75-72, but 
bowed to a strong George Washington quintet by the wide 
margin of 95-55. 
CHARLIE GAGE 
Gage Is Fine Team 
Player For Bengals 
By BOB WHEELER 
This year's edition of the Tiger basketeers have now com- 
pleted approximately one-third of the '53-'54 season. There 
are a number of outstanding ball-handlers on the squad who 
have shown a lot of ability and know-how on the hardwood. 
One of the more valuable members of the starting quintet is 
Charlie Gage, a junior in the Textile school who hails from 
right here in Tigertown. 
During the games played thus 
far, Charlie has played a great 
brand of basketball and has con- 
sistently been one of the best 
team players on the court. 
In the eight games played up 
to this time, he has compiled a 
good average in all of the scoring 
departments to help establish him- 
self at the top of most of the 
statistics. The soft-spoken, easy- 
going home town lad has really 
come a long way in the basketball 
circles of the state since he en- 
rolled at Clemson in the fall of 
1951. 
He started his college career 
as a center and played outstand- 
ing ball there until he was shift- 
ed to a forward in order to 
boost the scoring punch in that 
position. 
During his freshman year, 
Charlie Gage saw action with the 
Baby Tigers and was rated as an 
outstanding freshman ball-han- 
dler. Last year, he saw action in 
a number of the games and earned 
a letter in the hardwood sport. 
This year, Charlie has earned a 
starting assignment on the Tiger 
quintet and has been all over the 
court. He is currently leading the 
team with his percentage in free 
throws, having dropped 19 out of 
28 for a percentage of 67.9. The 
top man in rebounds is also Mr. 
Gage. He has trapped 79 rebounds 
for an average of 9.9 per game and 
boasts an average of 39.7 per cent 
on his floor shots. 
These figures help Charlie to 
hold his position as the fourth 
man from the top on the scoring 
ladder with an average of 8.6 
points per game. 
In an ex! ibition game that was 
played last week, Charlie hit the 
net for 24 markers.   If this game 
had been included in the statis- 
tics, it would   have   done   much 
toward boosting him in the aver- 
ages. 
As the Tigs go through the sea- 
son, Charlie Gage will be depend- 
ed on more and more to aid the 
team in these various departments 
and can be counted on to give his 
best during each and every out- 
ing. 
The William and Mary contest 
was close all the way. The score 
changed hands fourteen times 
during a wild first period, and 
the Indians forged ahead to a 36 
to 32 lead at half-time. 
But the basketeers were not to 
be denied as they hit on fifty per 
cent of their shots for the even- 
ing. In the final minutes of the 
third period they took the lead 
for good, and stayed on top for 
the rest of the ball game. 
The Indians, fresh from a vic- 
tory over Seton Hall, almost tied 
it up in the fourth quarter. With 
five seconds remaining in the con- 
test, the score was 73-72 in fa- 
vor of the Bengals. Center Buddy 
Shook split the nets with two 
charity tomes to put the game on 
ice for Clemson. 
Four of the Tigers hit in the 
double figures. Guard Ames 
Wells, who has been a consist- 
ent scorer all season, tied with 
forward Tommy Smith for high 
man. Each had 17 points. They 
were followed by Charlie Gage 
with 15 and Barry Ryan with 
14. 
Forwards John Mahoney and 
Charles Cornell were the big guns 
in the Indian attack. Mahoney 
was the top scorer for the game 
with 22 points with Cornell close 
behind with 18. These two men, 
along with center Howard iioller- 
man, dominated the backboards 
during the whole game. 
The next evening the boys from 
Tigertown journeyed to the na- 
tions capitol to play the George 
Washington Colonials. 
The  scor«-     -as tied  for   -the 
first half  of the  first  quarter, 
but then the roof fell in.    Led 
by Joe Holup, a red hot sopho- 
more    forward,    the    Colonials 
slowly  pulled    away  and  won 
the game by a score of 95-75. 
Holup, the kid brother of cen- 
ter    John    Holup,  was  the  high 
scorer for the game with 22 points. 
He was followed by Devlin with 
12, Tetcavich with 11, and Carver 
with 10. 
Barry Ryan, Clemson's best on 
the court in the second half, and 
Bruce Holzschuh were top for the 
Bengals with 16 points each. For- 
Tigers Lose To 
Pelzer And N.C. 
During Holidays 
The Clemson basketball team 
lost a pair of games in contests 
over the holidays. One loss was 
to the University of North Car- 
olina Tar Heels and the other 
came at the hands of the Pelzer 
Bears in an exhibition game. 
Carolina, sparked by the sen- 
sational sharpshooting of Al Lif 
son's outside shots, defeated the 
Tigers by a score of 85-48. The 
win put the Tar Heels into a tie 
with the Wake Forest Deacons 
for first place in the Atlantic 
Coast Conference  standings. 
Lif son looped ' in 8 field goals 
for a total of 16 points. Three of 
his teammates also finished in 
the double figures. Bud Maddie 
led in total points for both teams 
with 19. 
For the Bengals was    Barry 
Ryan and Ames Wells who car- 
ried  the    brunt of the scoring 
attack.   Ryan   hit   for  7   while 
Wells split the nets for 10. 
The   Tar  Heels    held   a   slight 
lead of 16 to 10 at the end of the 
.first quarter, but they poured on 
the coal to gradually draw ahead 
of the Tiger basketeers. 
Against the Pelzer Bears it 
was forward Charlie Gage who 
grabbed scoring honors for the 
Tigers. He collected 24 points 
while Ames Wells was not far 
behind with 18. None of the 
other players hit in the double 
figures as the Bears won by a 
score of 74-61. 
Continued on Page Five) 
HALES 
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society 
LEADED  JEWELERS   AND  DIAMOND   MERCHANTS 
SINCE 1856. 
Greenville South Carolina 
ward Charlie Gage was :lose be- 
hind with 9. 
Lineups: 
Clemson FG "FT P T 
Ryan, f 6 2 3 14 
Shook, f 0 3 4 3 
Smith, f 6 5 4 17 
Gage, c 6 3 5 15 
Riser, c 0 0 2 0 
Holzschuh, g 2 5 3 9 
Wells,  g 7 3 2 17 
Totals 27 21 23 75 
William & Mary FG FT P T 
Mahoney, i 6 10 2 22 
Harper, f 4 0 2 8 
Cornell, f 7 4 4 18 
Patton, f 0 0 0 0 
Bollerman, c 2 9 5 13 
Kern, c 1 0 1 2 
Knight,  g 0 2 1 2 
Nountain, g 0 0 1 0 
Stubbs,  g 3 1 4 7 
Totals 23 26 20 72 
Clemson FG FT P T 
Ryan, f 4 2 3 10 
Hunter, f 0 0 0 0 
Shook, f 1 1 3 3 
Smith, f 3 2 4 8 
Gage, f 2 5 1 9 
Riser, c 0 1 2 1 
Holzschuh, g 4 2 4 10 
Crosland, g 1 2 1 4 
Wells, g 2 1 5 5 
Leutwyler, g 2 1 1 5 
Morgan, g 0 0 0 0 
Totals 19 17 24 55 
G. Washington FG FT P T 
Devlin, f 4 4 0 12 
Morrison, f 3 1 1 7 
Ciriella, f 4 0 3 8 
Holup, Joe, f 7 8 2 22 
Tetcavich, f 3 5 0 11 
Manning, f 2 1 2 5 
Holup, John, c 1 1 1 3 
Deturk, c •   1 1 2 3 
Carver, g 4 2 2 10 
Ortz,  g 0 1 1 1 
Vaite, g 0 0 0 0 
Klein, g 1 2 1 3 
Condino, g 4 1 2 9 
'54 Season Will 
Be Hard For Tigs 
On Gridiron 
The Tiger football team will 
face plenty of stiff opposition 
when the curtafin rises on the '54 
season this coming September. The 
schedule, released last week, in- 
cludes games with three Atlantic 
Coast Conference teams, three 
Southeastern Conference teams, 
and three Southern Conference 
members in addition to the tra- 
ditional opener with the Blue Hose 
from Presbyterian College. 
The new schedule contains new- 
comers in Georgia, Florida, Vir- 
ginia Tech. and Furman. The 
three teams dropped from the '53 
schedule include Georgia Tech., 
University of Miami and Boston 
College. 
The Tigs will face tough compe- 
tition in mid-November when they 
face powerful Maryland and Au- 
burn on consecutive Saturdays. 
Both of these squads saw action in 
this year's New Year's bowl game 
and will still pack plenty of power 
when they meet the boys from 
Tigertown this year. 
Clemson will be striving to re- 
gain some of the national promi- 
nence that they had several years 
ago when they rolled rough-shod 
over opponents on the way to bowl 
games. 
The date for the Big Thursday 
game this year will be October 21 
at the traditionaMte in the Caro- 
lina Stadium in Columbia. As al- 
ways, this game will also be one 
of the highlights of the season and 
will be one that the Tigers really 
want to win. 
The '54 schedule will send the 
Tigs on the road for six of the 
ten games. During the home 
Continued on Page Five) 
"You're sweet enough to eat." 
He said in accents warm and low. 
"I do eat," said the sweet young 
thing, "Where do you want to 
go?" 
Clemson Theatre 
* * * * * * 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, 8 & * 




HERE COME THE 
THE GIRLS 
Color by  Technicolor 
'       •      •        •        • 
MONDAY, TUESDAY 11 & 12 
. THREE SAILORS . 
AND A GIRL 
Jane  Powell,  Gordon MacRae 
Gene Nelson 
Color by Technicolor 
• •        • • 
WED. & THURS, 13 & 14 
GUN FURY 
Rock   Hudson,   Donna   Reed 
Phil Carey, Roberta Hayne* 
Color by  Technicolor 
• •    *    *    • 
See these fine pictures on our 
Miracle Mirror wide cinema- 
scope screen. 
CHEVROLET 
Totals 34     27      17     95 
MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO. 
PENDLETON, S. C. 
Complete Sales & Service 
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR 
31,000 ACTUAL STUDENT INTERVIEWS 
SHOW COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER LUCKIES 
TO ALL OTHER BRANDS! 
Latest extensive nation- 
wide survey, supervised 
by college professors, 
proves Luckies 
lead again! 
HEYWARD MAH0N CO. 
—Greenville— 
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR 
YOUNG MEN 
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville 
LUCKIES  TASTE  BETTER 
" Be Happy-GO MICKY! 
©A-T.Co. 
PRODUCT or AMERICA'S LEADINQ MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES 
C«GARCTTES 
»^:S-S-»MiW« 
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This Week 
Thursday, January 7 
7:00 p. m.—Clemson Lions Club; 
Clemson House. 
8:00 p. m.—"John Brown's Body"; 
Field House.    Third number on 
Clemson College Concert Series. 
Single Admission $3.00. 
Sunday, January 10 
3:00 and 8:00 p. m.—"Easy Mon- 
ey" sponsored by Cinema Guild; 
Chemistry Auditorium. 
Monday, January 11 
3:30 p. m.   —  Fort   Hill   Garden 
Club; Home of Mrs. C. C. Corley. 
4:00 p.m.—Clemson Garden Club. 
7:00 p. m.—Flight A9984 Vol. Air 
Resrve Training Sqd; Room 316, 
Long Hall. 
7:00 p. m.   —  Forum   Club; SB05 
Chemistry Building. 
Tuesday, January 12 
6:30 p. m. — Future Teachers of 
America; Room   200,   Education 
Building. 
7:30 p. m.—Tiger     Brotherhood; 
Tiger Den. 
7:30 p. m. — Jaycees; Clemson 
House. 
Wednesday, January 13 
6:30 p. m. — Church    night    for 
Campus   Churches. 
7:00 p. m.—Third   Army    Mobile 
Team 
Thursday, January 14 
8:00 p. m.  —  Joint    meeting  of 
Clemson and Anderson branches 
of    AATJW;    Clemson    House. 
(Panel   discussion   on   "Where 
Goes Your Tax Dollar"). Public 
invited. 
8:00    p. m.   —   Clemson     Bridge 
Club; Clemson House Lobby. 
DON KING 
King Wins Nelson 
Award; Outstanding 
Sport of The Year 
Don King, Clemson's great quar- 
terback from Anderson, will add an- 
other honor to his growing collec- 
tion when he flys to Boston, Mass- 
achusetts to receive the Eighth An- 
nual "Swede Nelson Award for 
Sportsmanship" on January 9, from 
the Gridiron Club of Boston. 
The award is presented annually 
"to the player, who, by his conduct 
on the gridiron demonstrates a high 
esteem for the football code and ex- 
emplifies sportsmanship to an out- 
standing degree." 
The flashy field general was se- 
• lected from a group of 37 players 
from 30 different states. 
The main thing that Don was 
picked for was his action In the 
game with Wake Forest here which 
the Tigers, won 18 to 0. 
During the third period of the 
', : game, Deacon quarterback George 
was injured. King stayed with the 
injured player until he was on his 
feet and ready to return to the 
game. He then returned to the hud- 
dle and told his teammates, "Oang, 
if you must hit him any more dur- 
ing the game, hit him high. Other- 
wise, he could be seriously Injured 
if he gets another lick on the knee." 
This was not the only act of good 
sportsmanship that the star quar- 
terback for the Tigs showed during 
the season. After he had won the 
Esquire Player of the Week Award 
'for three straight weeks, he re- 
quested that the prizes be given to 
other members of the Bengal squad 
who were just as responsible for 
'the play during the games. 
The award will be presented at 
the annual banquet of the Gridiron 
Club in Boston. Coach Frank How- 
ard jylll  accompany  Don  and  his 
Education School 
Completes Book 
For S. C. Teachers 
Mailing of the book "Public Re- 
lations for Vocational Teachers in 
the Public Schools of South Caro- 
lina" has been completed by the 
School of Education* according to 
announcement made this week. 
The book was developed by Dr. 
J. C. Wright and his class in Pub- 
lic Relations during the 1953 
Clemson College Summer Session. 
L. R. Booker, State Teacher Train- 
er in Trade and Industrial Educa- 
tion, edited the publication, which 
has been mailed to all vocational 
teachers in South Carolina and 
leaders in other Southern states. 
The book describes the different 
media used in public relations, 
sets up criteria for vocational 
teachers and gives considerable 
emphasis to the solution of case 
problems submitted by students 
participating in the class. 
In our civilization man comes 
first, then the machine. Next, the 
ambulance. 
wife on the trip. 
previous winners of the award 
are Perry Moss of Illinois, Everett 
Doerr of Boston University, Gordon 
Long of Arkansas, Doak Walker of 
Southern Methodist, Bob Williams 
of Notre Dame, Johnny Bright of 
Drake University and Joe Mitinger 
of Yale University. 
Clemson Grad 
Distributes Clothes 
To Needy Koreans 
Lt. Tom Bryson, a Clemson 
graduate, wrote Mr. Holtzendorff 
at the 'Y' several weeks ago ask- 
ing that clothing and needy sup- 
plies be sent to people desperately 
in need in Korea. Tom offered to 
help distribute the' clothing. The 
matter was taken up by the 'Y' 
Cabinet and Councils and through 
the effort of Lamar Neville, Pres- 
ident of the 'Y', and Jerry Ham- 
mett, Regimental Chaplain and of- 
ficer of the 'Y', quite a bit of 
clothing has been secured from 
students. Lewis Cromer, Presi- 
dent of the Freshman 'Y' Council, 
and quite a number of boys have 
assisted in collecting this clothing. 
Tom sent a small contribution 
to assist with the postage and a 
number of students have contrib- 
uted to this fund. Lt. Jim Neigh- 
bors sent a small check made pay- 
able to Tom Bryson to assist in 
purchase of needed supplies. 
Already six boxes of clothing 
have been sent and there is almost 
enough for another box, according 
to Mr. Neville. Mr. Holtzy re- 
quests that any who have material 
leave it at the 'Y' within the next 
few days. Perhaps some other 
organizations would like to send 
material direct to Lt. Bryson 
whose address is 02004612, 45 
Recon. Co., APO 86, % PM, San 
Francisco,  Calif. 
SMALL WOULD 
A group of American tourists 
were being guided through an an- 
cient castle in Europe. "This 
place," they were told, "is 600 
years old. Not a stone in it has 
been touched, nothing altered, 
nothing replaced in all those 
years." 
"Well," said one woman drily, 
"they must have the same land- 
lord I have." 
Please Sir, May 
I Go Home Etc? 
The following "reasons" were 
taken from permits that were 
submitted to the Commandant's 
Office during the semester. 
In publishing this, the Tiger 
is not trying to augment the num- 
ber of permits submitted as new 
excuses to get out early for the 
week-end. 
1. Sir: I have been invited to a 
hayride given by a girls club at 
Greenville. 
2. Sir: Help grandfather with 
work. (Grandfather died two years 
ago). 
3. Sir: To go home and com- 
bine my ten acres of soybeans. 
(Lives in town). 
4. Sir: My uncle died, and I 
would like to go home. (He only 
has one uncle and he has died 
five times). 
5 Sir: I would have entered this 
permit earlier, but I hadn't plan- 
ned to go until this morning. (Girl 
is coming home). 
6. Sir: To have a new lens made 
for my glasses. (Also empty a few 
glasses at the same time.) 
7. Sir: I would like to spend 
the week-end with my girl who 
is unable to attend the Rat Hop. 
(Sad, sad). 
8. Sir: Homesick and clothes. 
('Nuff said). 
9. Sir: To see dentist about trou- 
ble with new lower plate. (Big 
dance at home.) 
10. Sir: To be guard at girls' 
barracks during the dance week- 
end.   (Hmmyess). 
11. Sir: I have a girl who is a 
majorette and : want to see her 
march. (So would everybody 
else). 
College Professors 
Earn Lowest Salary 
In Professional Field 
The National Education Asso- 
ciation, in releasing a national re- 
port of college and university 
salaries, has announced that the 
typical salary paid to college and 
university professors places them 
at the bottom of the professional 
list as compared with physicians, 
dentists, and lawyers. 
The study, the first of its kind 
to be undertaken by the National 
Education Association, reports on 
the salaries and salary schedules 
in 417 colleges and universities— 
including state, non-upblic, and 
munioipal universities, and land- 
grant, state, teachers, and private 
colleges. 
Although administrative posts 
in some types of colleges have in- 
viting salaries, the research divi- 
sion study indicated there is le*ss 
financial inducement to those who 
are seeking teaching positions be- 
hind the ivy covered walls of 
institutions of higher learning. 
Trends in salaries brought out 
by the study show that the most 
attractive beginning salary for col- 
lege instructors is likely to be 
found in teacher's colleges where 
the reported minimum is $3,538. 
This is not true with the rank of 
the professors where the , median 
is $5,250. The lowest beginning 
salary of $2,743 is reported by 
small private colleges. 
Bill & Haftie's Drive - In Restaurant 
SHORT ORDERS SANDWICHES 
—Open 24 Hours— 
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway 
JARJWAN & CROSBY SQUARE 
Black Buckle Shoes ...   Black Gloves 




For First Semester 
Examinations for this semester will be held according to 
the schedule indicated below. Unless otherwise indicated 
by the professor concerned, the examination for each course 
will be held in the regular classroom or laboratory. 
1. Examinations in subjects which meet: 
9MWF will be held 8-11 a. m., Saturday, January 23. 
9T ThlOS will be held at 1-4 p. m., Saturday, January 23. 
10MWF will be held 8-11 a. m., Monday, January 25. 
10T ThllS will be held 1?4 p. m., Monday, January 25. 
11MWF will be held 8-11 a. m., Tuesday, January 26. 
11T Thl2S will be held 1-4 p. m., Tuesday, January 26. 
8MWF will be held 8-11 a. m., Wednesday, January 7. 
8T Th9S will be held 1-4 p. m., Wednesday, January 27. 
1MWF will be held 8-11 a. m., Friday, January 29. 
2MWF will be held 1-4 p. m., Friday, January 29. 
Examinations in subjects which meet for four or five 
hours a week, e.g., 8MT ThF or 8MT WThF, may use either 
the period designated for MWF group or the period desig- 
nated for the T ThS group. The choice of whkh period is 
to be used should be made by the professor of the depart- 
ment concerned and announced to the students. 
3. A special schedule for the subjects indicated below has 
been arranged in accord with the provision that where there 
are more than four sections of the same freshman subject, 
the schedule committee may be requested through the de- 
partmnt head to schedule a group examination. If there 
are any additional requests under this provision, such re- 
quests should be submitted to the schedule committee. 
Engl 100—7-10 p. m., Saturday, Jan. 23, as announced. 
Engl 101—7-10 p. m., Saturday, Jan. 23, as announced. 
Bot 101—8-11 a. m., Thursday, Jan. 28„ Agric, Audi. 
CE 101—3-11 a. m., Thursday, Jan. 28, College Aud. 
Chem 101—1-4 p. m., Thursday, Jan. 28, College Aud. 
Chem 102—1-4 p. m., Thursday, Jan. 28, College Aud. 
, Zobl 101—8-11 a. m., Thursday, Jan. 28, Agric. Audi. 
4. Due to schedule difficulties WD 402 has been sche- 
duled for 1-4 p. m., Friday, January 22, and TM 464 has 
been scheduled for 7-10 p. m., Saturday, January 23. 
5. Examination in laboratory work, if required, will be 
held at the last meeting of the laboratory class. 
6. No military inspection will be held on January 23. 
The regular schedule of classes for this semester will con- 
tinue through Friday, January 22, except that students en- 
rolled in WD 402 will be excused classes Friday p. m., Jan- 
uary 23. 
7. All grades for candidates for graduation are due in the 
Registrar's Office within forty-eight hours after the exami- 
nation is given and not later than 8:30 a. m., Thursday, Jan- 
uary 28. Such candidates for graduation as have examina- 
tions scheduled for 8 a. m., Thursday, January 28, or a later 
time, may arrange with the professors concerned to stand 
examinations in these subjects ahead of schedule. 
Colleges N.E.W.S. 
By John Snoddy 
IRISH TOPS IN SALARIES 
AND HOME LIFE 
The alumni of Notre Dame, it 
seems, enjoy better incomes than 
any other college graduates of 
their generation, according to a 
comprehensive survey of the Class 
of '28. The findings are compared 
with the findings of a survey of 
9,064 college graduates of Ameri- 
can colleges in the U. S. in 1947, 
conducted by Time Magazine. The 
average income for the 1928 Notre 
Dame graduate is $10,000, while 
the average for other 1947 gradu- 
ates is $6,152. While the big 
salaries were coming in the alumni 
seemed to find very suitable wives 
for themselves. 
In Time's survey book "They 
Went To College", the Notre 
Dame's men were given a going 
over. In the test the requirements 
were that the college graduates 
still be living with the girls they 
married, that they have at least 
three children, and that they own 
their own home. Surprisingly 
enough, forty-two per cent of 
Notre Dame's graduates meet this 
requirement, while only 25 per 
cent of the other colleges' gradu- 
ates meet these requirements. 
Ninety-four per cent said they 
would attend their. alma mata if 
they had it to do over again as 
compared with 84 per cent of 
those interviewed in the Time sur- 
vey. And finally, eighty-one per 
cent were satisfied with their ma- 
jor course.—(I. P.) 
CITADEL TO HAVE 
WEEK-END LEAVES 
Seems somebody has started 
something at The Citadel. They're 
going to start having week-end 
passes. The first classmen have 
two leaves per quarter, second 
classmen, one per quarter, etc. 
The leaves begin after the Sat- 
urday Morning Inspection and are 
over at midnight Sunday, with un- 
derclassmen having to  be  in at 
7:30 p. m. 
In order to obtain a leave a 
Cadet has to have*permission from 
his parents; he must pledge not 
to hitch-hike; and he must not go 
beyond the 25-mile limit. Only 
one-half of each class and one- 
half of the officers and non-com- 
missioned officers of each com- 
pany, squadron or staff may be ab- 
sent on any given week-end. 
Cadets not eligible are those 
which fall in the following classes: 
those scheduled for guard duty; 
those deficient in the previous 
quarter; and those cadets who do 
not have excessive demerits. 
Week-end leaves, also, will, not 
be granted on Homecoming, Par- 
ents' Day, Corps Day Or other spe- 
cial occasions when it would be 
necessary for the entire Corps of 
Cadets to be present. 
Fire gutted the office of the Southern Bell Tele- 
phone Company here early Sunday morning. 
The building, owned by Dr. Lee Milford, col- 
lege surgeon, was a total loss.    An  estimated 
loss of $1,000 to office equipment was made by 
T. L. Murray, Seneca, commercial manager. 
The building was partially covered by insur- 
ance. 
Fire Destroys Offices Of 
Southern Bell Telephone Co. 
Fire Breaks Our Sunday; 
Loss Estimated At $6,000. 
The Clemson Business Office of the Southern Bell Tele- 
phone Company was gutted by fire in the early morning of 
January 3. Although the cause of the fire has not been de- 
termined, it is believed that the fire was caused by a furnace 
in the building. 
'54 SEASON WILL 
(Continued from Page Pour) 
stands, they will entertain P. C, 
Virginia Tech., Furman and The 
Citadel. The game with the Bull- 
dogs from The Citadel will be 
closing game on the slate. 
The 1954 schedule for the Tigers 
is as follows: 
Sept. 18—Presbyterian at Clemson 
Sept. 25—Georgia at Athens, Ga. 
Oct. 2—Virginia Tech. at Clemson 
Oct.   9—Florida   at   Jacksonville, 
Fla. 
Oct. 21—South Carolina at Colum- 
bia 
Oct. 30—Wake Forest at Winston- 
Salern. N. C. 
Nov. 6—Furman at Clemson 
Nov. 13 Maryland   at   College 
Park, Md. 
Nov. 20—Auburn at Auburn, Ala. 
Nov. 27-^The Citadel at Clemson 
TIGERS LOSE TO 
(Continued from Page Four) 
Captain  Earl  Wooten led his 
team in the scoring with 34 mark- 
ers   while    two    ex-Clemsonites, 
John McGraw and Tommy Me- 
Cullough collected 10 and 16 re- 
spectively. 
Scoring: 
Clemson FG FT P PT 
Ryan, f 5 1 1 17 
Shook, f 2 3 4 7 
Smith, f 1 0 2 2 
Gage,  c 1 2 3 4 
Riser, c 1 b 1 2 
Holzschuh, g 1 .   2 0 4 
Crosland, g 1 0 1 Z 
Wells,  g 4 2 2 10 
Totals 16 16 14 48 
U. N. C. FG FT P PT 
Maddie, f 6 7 4 19 
Fayda, f 2 1 0 5 
Radovich, f 8 1 2 17 
McCabe, i 3 0 1 6 
Walker, f 0 0 0 0 
Likins, c 5 3 2 18 
Kocornik, c 2 1 2 5 
Lifson,   g 8 0 4 16 
Winstead, g 0 0 2 0 
Taylor, g 1 0 1 % 
Gancy,  g 0 0 1 0 
Long,   g 0 2 0 2 
Totals 35 15 19 85 
The $5,000 structure, which is 
owned by Dr. Lee Milford, was a 
total loss. The office building 
burned rather quietly before it 
was discovered, and some of the 
Clemson residents did not know 
of it's destruction until the next 
morning. 
Mrs. Frank Findley' reported the 
fire and Fireman D. C. Land of 
the Clemson Fire Department re- 
ported that the fire was going well 
before the fire department was no- 
tified. 
T. L. Murray of Seneca, com- 
mercial manager, reported that the 
biggest loss to the Bell Telephone 
Company was damage to the rec- 
ords in the building; however, 
there was hopes for the records 
stored in two" steel filing cases. 
One thousand dollars was the es- 
timated loss to office equipment 
and other contents. 
A temporary office has been set 
up above Pat's Place. 
The building was partially cov- 
ered with insurance. 
TURNER'S SERVICE STATION 
Gulfpride Motor Oil — — — — — — Washing 
Gull Anti-Knock Gasoline — — Greasing 
LOCATED   ON   SENECA  HIGHWAY 
THEY STARTED OUT EVEN AT GRADUATION; 
Why is one doing better now? 
STOP  AT 
PATS PLACE 
For 
Sandwiches and Shakes 
Open   Til Midnight Nightly 
TIGER TAVERN 
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House 
NOW OPEN ALL DAY 
Hours 7 a. m. Til Midnight 
OPEN ON THURDAYS 
WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES 
•You may not see it in their outward appear- 
ances — but there's a big difference between 
these young men. One has held three jobs 
in the five years since graduation. He's 
still looking for a job that offers him a 
lifetime career. The other has been with 
a Bell Telephone Company during that 
time.  He's on his way up! 
Seventy-five per cent of college men 
hired by the Bell Companies since World 
War II are still with these telephone com- 
panies after five years/ Here's why: 
Telephone Work Is Interesting — You may 
train to supervise forces engaged in construct- 
ing, installing or maintaining telephone facili- 
ties; or to manage groups of people handling 
customer contact, accounting or statistical 
work. You may work on engineering problems 
or be engaged in planning or other important 
staff activities, such as personnel relations, 
public relations, or revenue studies. 
Tfou Grow with a Growing Business —The 
Bell System is one of the fastest growing busi- 
nesses in the world. Since the end of World 
War II, it has spent about nine billion dollars 
for new construction. The past five year* have 
seen the introduction of network TV trans- 
mission, dialing of Long Distance calls and 
the development of the remarkable transistor. 
And the next five years will bring many more 
changes. In addition, each year the number 
of college people hired is related to estimates 
of the number of future management positions 
to be available. 
No matter what your military status, it's 
worth inquiring about Bell System em- 
ployment opportunities. Your Placement 
Officer has the details. See him soon. And 
be sure to talk to our employment repre- 
sentatives when they visit the campus. The 
time to plan your future is now! 
BELL  TELEPHONE   SYSTEM 
THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M" Thursday, January 7, 1951 
Animal Husbandry Department Conducts 
The Third Annual Bull Test Project 
Tests Will Determine 
Bull Weight Gains Facts 
By Lawrence Starkey 
Among the most recent projects in the agricultural field 
at Clemson these days is a bull test project, which deter- 
mines the performance record of- bulls. This particular pro- 
ject is headed by Professor R. R. Ritchie, of Clemson's animal 
husbandry department. 
The purpose of this test is to de 
termine which bulls make a gain 
on the least feed and how fast or 
slow the gain is made. This inform- 
ation, of course, will be of untold 
value to future breeders. It has 
been proven that fast and cheap 
gaining bulls and bulls with slow 
or expensive gain will transmit 
these characteristics to their off- 
spring. The project is centered 
this significant fact. 
Thirty seven bulls have been 
brought to Clemson College for this 
project by over thirty different 
owners. Thirty of the bulls are of 
the Hereford brfeed and seven are 
Aberdeen Angus. All of the contest- 
ants are being kept at the historic 
Ravenel Plantation, off the Seneca 
highway, also site of the former 
training camp. 
These bulls, which come from all 
over the state, are being fed the 
same feeds, a mixture prepared by 
a well-known feed company. The 
bulls will receive some lespedeza 
hay in addition to this. They will 
be full-fed, or no limitation on the 
amount of food. 
The Kress Foundation pays the 
labor of feeding the bulls and any 
traveling expense of those selecting 
the bulls. An account is kept of the 
amount of food and each individual 
owner pays for his bull's feed. On 
the day of sale these bulls will av- 
erage slightly more than one year 
of age. 
Laurens County is the leading 
county in this project furnishing 
fourteen Hereford bulls. Mr. C. B. 
Cannon, who is county agent for 
Laurens County, and his assistant, 
Mr. John Wise, should be congrat- 
ulated for the fine work they have 
done in encouraging participants in 
the project. 
This is the Third Annual bull 
Test Project to be held at Clemson. 
There is no other project like this 
anywhere in South Carolina. How- 
ever, other states have had similar 
projects. Texas started it and still 
carries on such a project on a large 
scale with much success. 
The test started on October 6 and 
will continue until the middle of 
March,, when an auction sale will 
be held at Clemson to give the own- 
er a chance to sell. The progress of 
each bull will be disclosed at this 
time. The Block and Bridle Club 
will hold its usual Barbeque on the 
day of the sale and it should prove 
to be quite a red letter day for all 
South   Carolina   breeders   and   cat 
tie owners. 
"Not only breeders have been in- 
terested in this competitive pro- 
ject, but also students", stated Mr. 
L. V. Starkey, head of the animal 
husbandry department at Clemson. 
"This is a defiant asset to our ani- 
mal husbandry program for it 
gives the students an excellent 
chance to judge and groom some of 
the finest young bulls in the state. 
Also it provides an excellent chance 
for the students to make contact 
with breeders." 
ft 
Hereford bulls exercise in their pen at Ra- 
venel Plantation. The bulls are being tested to 
determine   gains   made  on   different   kinds   of 
feeds. The tests are being, conducted by the 
animal husbandry department. Thirty-seven 
bulls are being used in the tests. 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM CONTINUED 
FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY CHURCHES 
. . . Men to work on THE TIGEK 
staff. Fositions open are proofread- 
ing, news reporting, sports report- 
ing, headline writing, make-up, 
feature writing, and work on the 
business staff. 
Anyone interested come hy THE 
TIGER office located at the foot 
of the quadrangle steps in the 
model barracks, Monday or Tues- 
day nights after 7:30. 
The second annual Town and 
Country Church Development Pro- 
gram to find the • "Rural Church 
of the South for 1953-54" is under 
way. As a part of the South-wide 
program, the nine other churches 
will be selected in South Carolina 
for recognition and cash awards. 
Dr. G. H. Aull, head, Clemson 
Department of Agricultural Eco- 
nomics and Rural Sociology, is 
chairman of the South Carolina 
Advisory Committee for the pro- 
gram. Working with him are 
several leading ministers and 
laymen who are interested in the 
development of town and rural 
churches. 
The program, which is spon- 
sored by Emor; ■ University and 
the Sears Roebuck Foundation in 
13 Southern states, is designed to 
stimulate more adequate church 
programs, to encourage partici- 
pation in community improve- 
ment activities, and to promote 
the world mission of the church. 
In 1954 major emphasis will be 
placed on the use of resources in 
the church  and  community. 
Development is the key word 
in the program. All churches in 
communities of 5,000 population 
or less, regardless of faith or 
race, are eligible to enroll. Spe- 
cific help for evaluating their 
programs, studying their resour- 
ces, and discovering their needs 
will be provided churches which 
enroll. Stimulation will be pro- 
vided by 130 cash awards vary- 
ing from $50 to $300 each. These 
will be awarded upon the basis 
of  careful  planning,  keeping    of 
records, and report of progress. 
The central office for the pro- 
gram, located at Emory Univer- 
sity, Georgia, will handle the en- 
rollment, send "development 
packages" to local churches, and 
serve as a clearing house for state 
committees. Church leaders who 
desire detailed information on 
the program or who desire to 
enroll * their churches should 
write G. Ross Freeman, director, 
Post Office Box 309, Emory Uni- 
versity, Georgia. Enrollment will 
be accepted through March 1. 
Ninety-eight South Carolina 
churches enrolled in the program 
in 1952. The Greenville Presby- 
terian Church, Donalds, was the 
1952 "Rural Church of the 
Year" in South Carolina. Other 
churches that received awards 
were Boiling Springs Baptist 
Church, Spartanburg; Friendship 
Presbyterian C.urch, Gray Court; 
Pine Grove Methodist Church, 
Florence; Pond Branch Methodist 
Church, Gilbert; Cedar Grove 
Lutheran Church, Leesville; 
Hrrmony Methodist Church, 
Johnston; The Methodist Church, 
Gramling; Mt. Vernon Methodist 
Church, Hickory Grove; and Zion 
Methodist Church, Prosperity. 
On the road between the homes 
of friends grass does not grow.— 
Old Norwegian Proverb. 
\  
IMPROVING ON THE 
DICTIONARY 
Committee—A group that keeps 
minutes but wastes hours. 
Hobby—Something you go goofy 
over to keep from going nuts over 
things in general. 
In-law--The one law you can't 
flout. 
Monologue — Conversation be- 
tween husband and wife. 
Parents — The hardships of a 
minor's life. 
Philosophy—The system of be- 
ing unhappy intelligently. 
Average Girl—One who thinks 
she is "above the average." 
Gentleman—One who steps on 
his cigarette butt so it won't burn 
the carpet. 
Intuition—Suspicion in skirts. 
Neatness—The one good thing 
about being bald. 
Old Timer—One who remembers 
when a bureau was furniture. 
Night Club—An ashtray with 
music. 
Parking Lot—A place where you 
leave your car to have dents made 
in the fenders. 
Philosopher—A person who al- 
ways knows what to do until it 
happens to him. 
Careful Driving A 
Must" Under The 
New Point System 
COLUMBIA, S. C. — "Drive 
carefully — more carefully than 
ever before—if you want to keep 
your driving privileges," the 
South Carolina Highway De- 
partment is warning drivers 
since the inauguration of the new 
driver improvement program 
known as the "Point System for 
Traffic Law Violation Repeat- 
ers." 
Until now, when a driver vio- 
lated a traffic law he appeared 
in court and paid his fine (or 
simply forfeited bond) and went 
hi^way. This applied, of course, 
except when the violation was 
driving while ' intoxicated, or 
where it was a second or subse- 
quent offense for reckless driv- 
ing. In each of these instances 
driver license suspension has 
been mandatory all along. 
Under the new system, each 
time a driver commits a violation, 
he is given points corresponding 
in value to the seriousness of the 
offense. When he has accumu- 
lated 10 points (recorded on his 
license record in the Highway 
Department) he is called for a 
hearing. His license may be 
suspended immediately, or the 
Highway Patrol officer who does 
the interviewing may give him 
another chance. The driver is 
then on "probation", so to speak, 
until he commits one more vio- 
lation, whereupon his license will 
be taken. 
There are seventeen violations 
which show up most on enforce- 
ment records and these have 
been assigned point values as fol- 
lows: 
Violations Points 
Disregarding a sign or signal 3% 
Driving under the influence of 
intoxicants 10 
(suspension  already manda- 
tory upon report of convic- 
tion by court). 
Entering  highway without 
stopping 3% 
Following other vehicle too 
Close 2 
No right of w y 3% 
Passing   improperly 2 
Passing a stopped school bus 3l's 
Reckless driving 5 
Driving too fast for condi-, 
tions 3% 
Improper turning 2 
Driving on wrong side of road 2 
Failure to dim lights 2 
Improper lights 2 
Failing to give signal or 
giving improper signal 2 
UTTll MAN ON CAMPUS by Sick Biblsr 
"That dang laundry has fouled up again—I don't take chemistry." 
Improper  parking 2 
All warnings and minor 
violations 2 
Responsibility for an accident 
carries a penalty of 2 or 5 points, 
depending on the seriousness c-i 
the accident. (Ten points, if dri- 
ver was drinking). 
The Department explained that 
the point system applies only to 
"moving violations." Overtime 
parking tickets do not count as 
violations under the point sys- 
tem. 
And many drivers are una- 
ware that when they are in other 
states they must drive carefully, 
too. By reciprocal arrangements; 
violations are reported to the 
home states of drivers and re-| 
corded on their records. 
"So, now it is up to you, Mr. 
Driver, to decide for yourself 
whether you want to retain your 
driving privileges, or lose them. 
Careful, courteous driving at all 
times will keep your record 
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Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, S. C. 
Phone 106 Phone 740 
A man doesn't begin to attain 
wisdom until h<. recognizes he is 
10 longer indispensable. 
BILL MARTIN HEATING CO. 
Heating and Air Conditioning 
408 N. MAIN STREET ANDERSON, S. C 
YOUR GUIDE TO BETTER HOME FURNISHINGS 
RUSTIN FURNITURE COMPANY 
307 South Main St. 307 South Main Street 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Sporting Goods Hardware 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Oii.ce.o oi me OOU.J caroima cemetery dissociation were e»ecied 
at a recent meeting of the association held at the Clemson House. 
The new officers are shown with Martin F. Guardian of Wash- 
ington ( executive vice-president of the National Cemetery As- 
sociation (standing left). The officers are (seated, left to right) 
A. D. Cannon, Fountain Inn, outgoing president; W. W. Gaffney, 
Greenville, incoming president; and Jake Holbrooks, Greenwood, 
secretary-treasurer. Standing at right is D. A. Holder, Pickens, 
vice-president. (Independent Photo). 
YOUNG AMERICA GOES 
CHESTERFIELD 
S. C. CEMETERY GROUP HOLDS 
MEETING AT CLEMSON HOUSE 
Forty members of the South Caro- 
lina Cemetery Association met at 
the Clemson House recently to 
discuss cemetery development and 
maintenance   problems. 
Martin F. Guardian cf Washing- 
ton, D. C., executive vilfe- presi- 
dent of the National Cemetery 
Association spoke at the meeting. 
Mr. Guardian spoke on the pro- 
gress of cemeteries throughout the 
nation, their mechanization, and 
the garden type landscaped ceme- 
tery. 
Mr. Jake Holbrook of Greenwood 
led a panel discussion on develop- 
ment, maintenance, and equipment 
of cemeteries. Others on the panel 
were Mr. Guardian; A. D. Cannon, 
Fountain Inn; and Bill Crowson, 
Anderson. 
Officers elected were W. W. Gaff- 
ney of Greenville, President; 
Dwight A. Holder, of Pickens, vice- 
president; and Holbrook, secretary- 
treasurer. Three directors were al- 
so named. 
Sen. P. B. Morrah of Greenville 
spoke at the closing banquet. 
RETRIBUTION 
While away on a fishing trip on 
his wife's birthday, a stingy hus- 
band sent her a check made out 
for "one million kisses." Annoy- 
ed, the wife replied: 
"Dear Bill: Thanks for the gen- 
erous check. The mailman cash- 
ed it for me." 
HELP   WANTED! 
MEN and WOMEN: 
We need representatives in your 
locale to help fill out an organiza- 
tion for  business  surveys,  delin- 
quent account listings, polls, and 
public  opinions .   .   .  Ideal  part- 
time work . , . Choose your own 
hours". . . Your nearest telephone 
may be your place of business for I 
surveys not requiring  the signa- ■ 
tures  of those   interviewed   .   . 
Send SI for administrative guar- 
antee fee, application blank, ques- 
tionnaire,  plan of operation,  and 
all details on how you may man- 
age  a survey group  for us  .  . 
GARDEN STATE and NATIONAL 
SURVEYS,  P.  O.  Box  83,  Cedar 
Grove, New Jersey. 
FM 
THE PERFECT RADIO 
Thousands of listeners in five stares enjoy 
fine entertainment- from South Carolina's 
most powerful CBS affiliate! 
For perfect radio reception — free of static, 
noises and interference—- 
TUNE ANDERSON'S 
ONLY FM STATION 
WCAC 
101.1 Megs. 
